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hagstrom wo. the scientific community. new york: basic ... - title: hagstrom wo. the scientific
community. new york: basic books. 1965, 304p. (university of wisconsin, madison, wi) subject: citation classic
commentary: hagstrom wo "in at the ground floor? 14 chapter two: the differences between science and
... - autonomy, the scientific community is the only society capable to further embellish their appendix.
hagstrom, the scientific community, 9. hagstrom makes the interesting point that various antirationalist
philosophers such as nietzsche viewed the cultivation of "disinterestedness" as a form of psychopathology. the
capacity of a scientific community: a study of the ... - travel and tourism research association as an
instance of such a community. the research reports on community perceptions of the association in the
capacity building of the mem-bership community. results of the study are discussed in the contexts of science
commu-nication, knowledge networks, and scientific community capacity and have practical the scientist:
secretive, selfish or reticent? a social ... - knowledge was tested and replicated in a community.
(hagstrom, 1965) fundamental to the functioning of science is the open sharing of knowledge. (birnholtz and
bietz, 2003) one idealized potential of grid technologies is that they allow for the efficient, and effective, social
control in applied social science: a study of ... - the scientific community. such control reinforces and
compli- ments the socialization process in science. . . . importantly, for our purposes, hagstrom finds evidence
to suggest that there is substantial variation in the degree to which scientists conform to scientific
innovation, philosophy, and public policy - hagstrom concludes with the observation that "[s]cientific
knowledge is community property. discoverers have limited rights, but among them are rights to be
recognized for their discoveries." thus, we can summarize hagstrom's findings by saying that he found certain
proprietary impulses at work beneath the surface of the otherwise mertonian world social influences and
scientists - book reviews social influences and scientists alan t. waterman the author, warren 0. hagstrom,
has undertaken the research for this book, the scientific community (basic books, new york, 1965. 320 pp.,
$5.50), as a contribution to the study of the behavior of scientists. patents and the progress of science:
exclusive rights and ... - ren 0. hagstrom, the scientific community 108-9 (basic books, 1965); william kornhauser, scientists in industry: conflict and accommodation 16-17 (u cal, 1963). the oper-ation of the patent
laws has traditionally been confined to applied research. see rebecca s. justifying patents: a critique of
the deontological approach - scientific information. merton (1942) is known for characterising science as
'communistic', in the sense that the findings of science are a product of social collaboration and thus owned
jointly by the community. hagstrom claimed that “scientific knowledge is [seen as] community property”
(1965, p99). cong cao sars: “waterloo” of chinese science - scientific prowess to the international
community — authoritative and institutional structures, scientists from different jurisdictions not collaborating,
etc. — and concludes that nothing has since changed. t he outbreak of an epidemic involves scientific, medical
and public health issues. from a purely scientific research perspective, it ... document resume ed 131 080 eric - reading such sociology of science books as the scientific community by warren 0. hagstrom (new york:
basic books, 1965) and bernard barber and walter hirsch's in the sociology of science (new york: free press,
1962), which included some of robert merton's writings. dershimer raised some scientific communities or
transepistemic arenas of ... - the scientific community as a unit of contextual organization ... hagstrom
(1965), who grounds the normative functional behaviour of scientists in a mechanism by which creative,
scientific achievements are exchanges for a variety of rewards specific to the system. this mechanism of
exchange is linked to the idea of gift- by jorge pÉrez-gallego - university of florida - in an enduring
community of science, scientific knowledge may circulate either as a commodity, for sale at a profit, or a gift.
sociologist warren hagstrom points out that manuscripts submitted to scientific journals are often called
contributions, and they are, in fact, gifts. 3 it is rare for the journals that print these contributions adaptive
interactions in societies of agents - aaai - the effects of coding, priming and training are basic phenomena
in any learning system. now that the aspirations of the 60s are beginning to be filled by the intelligent adaptive
agents of the chapter ii changing objectives of accounting - the norms of the scientific community. 3 by
recognition, hagstrom meant “the written and verbal behavior and the ‘expressive gestures’ of scientists that
indicate their approval and esteem of a colleague because of his research accomplishments. 4 hagstrom drew
some science and industry : a theory of networks and paradigms community'alsoreferredtoasthe'r8cdcommunity.'thiscommunityconsists of the scientists and engineers who
are workingtowards thesolutionof an interrelated problem-set, who are dispersed across both private and
public sector social and cognitive processes in knowledge acquisition - knowledge acquisition in the
scientific community (hagstrom 1965). merton (1973) coined the term the “matthew effect” for those features
of the reward system in research that were biased towards allocating greater credit for the same discovery to
those with an already established reputation. 4. the lineage and limits of science as community in sts the idea of scientific community may have had its genesis in the work of ludwig fleck,81 but in the angloamerican world it has come to science studies primarily by way of merton and kuhn. since then it has been
amended and reinforced by hagstrom in the 60's, critiqued and amended by facilitating scientific research:
intellectual property ... - facilitating scientific research: intellectual property rights and the norms of
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science—a response to rai and eisenberg f. scott kieff* i. introduction arti rai’s article in the fall 1999 issue of
the northwestern university law review explores the proper use of both legal rules and prescriptive
scientometrics: the project for a science of science ... - explicit the mechanisms of social recognition in
the scientific community. for instance, eugene garfield, the founder of the institute for scientific information
(isi), usually claimed that “a lot of people are passed over in the informal reward system of science… citation
analysis became for me a vehicle to transform an informal system of ... knowledge networks a social
network analysis of ... - from a scientific community perspective, the growth of a field calls for periodic
monitoring of its knowledge created by and/or diffused in its scientific community (ben-david, 1964; crane,
1972; hagstrom, 1964, 1965). as such, the scrutiny of research topics or subjects is central to the state-of-art
analysis in a field. tales ofemergence—synthetic biology as a scientific ... - the way in which a potential
scientific discipline emerges needs to maintain a sense of place, as evolving structures depend on local and
national contingencies (collins and pontikakis, 2006). the emergence of a community of practices is not a
global process (even though it can be made to become a global process). kai manne börje siegbahn physicstodayitation - scientific community came with the ... stig b. hagstrom stanford university stanford,
california albert vinicio baez albert vinicio baez, a pioneer in x-ray optics and codeveloper of the x-ray reflection microscope, died of natural causes on 20 march 2007 in redwood city, california. in addition to being a
the legacy of a minnesota education - hagstrom's book, the scientific community, was published in 1965,
but unfortunately too late to inform my dissertation. nevertheless, ed gross's thoughtful questions about the
profession of sociology were prescient. talcott parsons had just initiated a new journal, the american climate
science, character, and the “hard-won” consensus - ranalli • climate science, character, and the “hardwon” consensus [ 183 ] kennedy institute of ethics journal vol. 22, ... warren hagstrom [1965], and norman w.
storer [1966]) varied the list somewhat, but canonically there are four ... scientific community at large) to
question any and all dogma. scientists at major and minor universities--mobility along ... studiesbyhargensandhagstrom(196^) andcole cole(1973),findthatan individual's accomplishments are equally
as important as one's academicbackground in securing aprestigious academicappointmentane(1965and 1970)
and long (1978) find departmental effects on scientific productivity - departmental effects on scientific
productivity author(s): paul d. allison and j. scott long ... scholarly community to preserve their work and the
materials they rely upon, and to build a common research platform that ... hagstrom for the use of his data.
this paper was presented at the annual meeting of the american sociological association ... the visible
colleges of management and organization ... - natural sciences to substantiate his model of scientific
development (kuhn, 1970). accordingly, whether kuhn’s account in general and his concept of scientific
community in particular are adequate for empirical research in and conceptually transferable to the social
sciences has been a major source of criticism. dna repair: a spatially rooted analysis of the
development ... - world scale scientific groups. moroever, warren hagstrom in its seminal work on the
scientific community has shown that a way to avoid concurrence in a new field is to disperse specialists in
different laboratories at the national scale (hagstrom 1965). in so doing, the research area has more chance to
spread and become a recognized specialty. what is originality in the humanities and the social
sciences? - what is originality in the humanities and the social sciences? author(s): joshua guetzkow, michèle
lamont, grégoire mallard ... comed by a scientific community, which is con- ... humanities and the social
sciences. in inter- views, we found that panelists described origi- nality, for example, in terms of the novelty of
... team size matters: collaboration and scientific impact ... - team size matters: collaboration and
scientific impact since 1900 vincent larivière 1,2, cassidy r. sugimoto 3, andrew tsou , and yves gingras 2 1.
École de bibliothéconomie et des sciences de l'information, université de montréal, c.p. 6128, tracing the
influence of jd bernal on the world of science ... - 12 hagstrom wo, 1965, scientific community 22 13
latour b, 1979, laboratory life soci 22 . 9 14 bush v, 1945, sci endless frontier 21 15 bendavid j, 1971, sci role
soc comp st 19 16 marcuse h, 1964, one dimensional man 19 17 bernal jd, 1954, science in history 18 18 bloor
d, 1976, knowledge social ima 17 ... competition and social control in science: an essay in ... - control
within the scientific community. the social control that merton and hagstrom have attempted to demonstrate
for the broad procedural norms of the scientific community appears to have consequences for the intellectual
content of science, as well. having shown the existence of social control in science, how can we describe
general a rticle - mitpressjournals - in an enduring community of science, scientific knowl-edge may
circulate either as a commodity, for sale at a profit or as a gift [3]. sociologist warren hagstrom points out that
manuscripts submitted to scientific journals are often called “contributions,” and they are, in fact, gifts. it is
rare for the when do scientists become entrepreneurs? the social ... - in the scientific community. thus,
whereas there was once a time during which scientists who chose to participate in private ventures risked the
disapproval of peers, those who do so today typically act without the concern of adverse professional
consequences. the evolution of commercial activity in the scientific community provides a compelling albert
vinicio baez - aip - money for important scientific research, a research manager, and a champion for physics
in sweden. stig b. hagstrom stanford university stanford, california albert vinicio baez albert vinicio baez, a
pioneer in x-ray optics and codeveloper of the x-ray re-flection microscope, died of natural causes on 20 march
2007 in redwood city, california. book reviews - scienceiencemag - a scientific elite, where all issues are
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depoliticized and resolved by the con-sensual processes of science. naturally, as is the case with all elite
philosophies, such government is in the best interest of the governed. haberer emphasizes the utilitarian
quality of baconian sci-ence, and suggests that the scientific community bacon portrays is ... the future of
scholarly publishing - muse.jhu - and to present them to the respective scientific community. the process
of communication that achieves this – in the following referred to as ‘communication system’ – consists of two
parts. one part is the informal communication which serves to develop research designs, to organise processes
of research, to take investments in scientific research: examining the funding ... - investments in
scientific research, a form of human capital investment, foster greater collaboration among researchers, this
paper investigates two broad questions related to how this funding influences collaboration in scientific
research. first, it explores an issue bozeman and by sharon dunwoody and byron t scott - researchgate by sharon dunwoody and byron t scott scientists as mass media sources • since c.p snow postulated the gap
between scientific and literary cultures faculty of 1000 and vivo: invisible colleges and team science - a
research area” (hagstrom, í97 ï). crane was herself borrowing a term first coined in 1646 by the ... they had
not detected a need from within the scientific community to “organize, share, and discover” ... out how
scientific journals from their early days relied on peer review to vet articles and prevent fraud. theodore
roosevelt inn of court expert witness program ... - hagstrom, 5 n.y.2d 643, 646 (1959). later cases have
allowed an expert to base his opinion on professionally reliable sources or information derived from witnesses
subject to cross-examination at trial. ... accepted within the scientific community) the focus moves from the
streams of thought: how ties form and influence flows ... - to understand the work of another.” (quoted
in hagstrom 1964: 187) ... integration of a differentiated scientific community. these gaps in prior work lead us
to a more dynamic approach that explicitly examines ties as they form and evidence of influence flows among
researchers at references - vtechworksb.vt - kronick, d. a. (1976) . a history of scientific and technical
periodicals: the origins and development of the scientific and technical press, 1665-1790. metuchen, nj:
scarecrow press. lin, n. et. al. (1970) . some comparisons of communication activities in the physical and social
sciences. the system iargciy in the matthew effect m - hagstrom (5) has developed and partly tested the
hypoth- esis that matcriai rewards in science ... same prestige either inside the scientific community or outside
it. furthermore, i*what has been noted about the artifact of fixed numbers producing occupants of the 41st
chair in the case of the ... the matthew effect . of . university-industry collaboration: careers and
knowledge ... - university-industry collaboration 137 projects while maintaining their positions at universities
and remaining integrated into the academic scientific community. the professions - muse.jhu - warren o.
hagstrom, the scientific community (new york: basic books, inc., 1965), chap. 3. 2 hagstrom, work cited in note
1, pp. 216-222. 209 mixed roles: the professional as administrator . style of administration that emphasizes
facilitating rather than supervising. (the realities of budgetary controls, de ph.d. seminar: science,
technology, and medicine in ... - - 4 - joseph ben-david. 1984 [1971]. the scientist’s role in society of
chicago press. warren hagstrom. 1965. the scientific communityuthern illinois university press.
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